You made it happen. You made the difference!
Feedback on the utilization of your donation, as received from Chaithanya
Educational and Rural Development Society
Transaction number: TRN-0004804694/TD-0005143772
Transaction date:

31-Mar-2015

Amount: INR 4700
Units:

1

Name of the donor:
Purpose of donation: Provide a fishing net for a very poor tribal fisherman

Brief Description:
DONATIONS RECEIVED THROUGH GIVEINDIA ARE USED ONLY FOR POOR BENEFICIARIES.

The coastal part of Prakasam District of Andhra Pradesh comprises so many small habitats
belonging to tribal fishermen. Fishing is their primary occupation and it is the only income
source for most of them to lead their life. Since fishermen do not have any other way to earn
money, they have to go the sea as often as possible. Sometimes they may live with hunger,
when they cannot get sufficient fish to earn their food. The families, who are living in these
habitats, are very poor and suffering with poverty, illiteracy, improper livelihood support,
deprivation and unawareness, superstitions and social stigma. They get scanty income, which
is hand to mouth.
It is fact that many tribal fishermen do not have enough fishing equipment and they catch fish
by following their traditional practices ‘stick nestles’ and ‘angling’. In these practices, they
would have to spend much time, be patience and can catch fish only in nearby their locations.
But, some few forward fishermen are using throw nylon fishing nets, which is easy equipment
to use and comfort to travel with it wherever they go for catch fish. By using these nylon throw
nets, they can get much fish in short time and can sell them in market in in-time at good price.
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Hence, Chaithanya Educational and Rural Development Society had initiated this project and
has been providing nylon throw fishing nets to the poor tribal fishermen to empower them for
achieving a secured livelihood.
The beneficiary years, caste by scheduled tribe is living with his wife in a small
thatched hut, insecure shelter. In fact, they have no house site, and so they are living here on
kind of one of local wealthy family. While attends fish catching his wife sells them in
local market. When CERDS was conducting a study for this project, it identified this family
since it is one the disadvantaged families in the community. After the study, as was resolved,
CERDS had provided a multi throw fishing net to this family on 15.04.2015 by using the
sponsor amount of humanitarian , for improving their present livelihood
conditions.
Now, is catching more fish easily than earlier practices by using new fishing net and
getting an average of 4-5 Kgs of fish everyday, which costs is around Rs.150-170 in local
market. This amount is helping them to get sufficient food and also to meet their basic
expenses. As was given promise to CERDS, now they are educating their school age children
and practicing savings regularly from their surplus earnings. Thus, this sponsor support
brought confidence among this poor family and makes them free from hunger days.
Accordingly, they are sincerely expressing their gratitude to the sponsor for helping them to
improve their living standards.
Beneficiary Details:
Full Name
Father Name
Age
Utilization Period
House
Street Name & Number
Prominent Landmark
Local Area
Village
PO Name / Mandal / District

:
: 15.04.2015
:

:

State and Pin code
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